AP® EUROPEAN HISTORY
2015 SCORING GUIDELINES
Question 2
Analyze the ways in which Napoleon Bonaparte both supported and undermined the main goals of the
French Revolution during his rule of France (1799–1815).
9–8 Points
• Thesis is explicit and analyzes the ways Napoleon both (a) supported and (b) undermined the
French Revolution’s (FR) main goals.
• Organization is clear and develops the ways Napoleon supported and undermined the FR’s main
goals.
• Essay is well balanced; it demonstrates both tasks, which are explicitly linked to specific FR goals.
• All major assertions for both tasks are supported by multiple pieces of specific evidence.
• May contain errors that do not detract from the argument.
7–6 Points
• Thesis is explicit and discusses the ways Napoleon both (a) supported and (b) undermined the FR’s
main goals.
• Organization is clear, but linkage between the FR’s main goals and Napoleon’s support and
undermining may not be fully developed.
• Essay is balanced; deals with the ways Napoleon supported and undermined the FR’s main goals.
• All major assertions are supported by some specific evidence.
• May contain an error that detracts from the argument.
5–4 Points
• Thesis is explicit but may be less developed on the ways Napoleon both (a) supported and (b)
undermined the FR’s main goals.
• Organization is basic; arguments that support or undermine the FR’s main goals may have limited
development.
• Essay shows imbalance — one task (Napoleon’s support OR undermining) may be more fully
developed; linkage to the FR’s main goals may be more fully developed for one task than the other.
• Some of the major assertions are supported by evidence or simply list the ways Napoleon both
supported and undermined the FR’s main goals.
• May contain a few errors that detract from the argument.
3–2 Points
• No explicit thesis or a thesis that merely repeats/paraphrases the prompt.
• Organization is ineffective.
• Essay shows serious imbalance; the ways Napoleon supported OR undermined the FR’s main goals
may be addressed with little or no linkage to those goals.
• Little relevant evidence supports the argument.
• May contain several errors that detract from the argument.
1–0 Points
• No discernible attempt at a thesis.
• No discernible organization.
• The ways Napoleon both supported and undermined the FR’s main goals are neglected.
• Minimal or no supporting evidence is used.
• May contain numerous errors that detract from the argument.
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AP® EUROPEAN HISTORY
2015 SCORING COMMENTARY
Question 2
Overview
This question asked students to complete two specific tasks: 1) identify and explain the ways Napoleon
Bonaparte supported specific goals of the French Revolution during his rule and 2) identify and explain the
ways Napoleon Bonaparte undermined specific goals of the French Revolution during his rule. Students
were expected to show: a) an understanding of the main goals of the French Revolution, b) knowledge of
Napoleon’s rule, c) how his actions and policies supported the main goals of the French Revolution, and d)
how his actions and policies undermined the main goals of the French Revolution.
Sample: 2A
Score: 9
The sophisticated thesis sets a clear analytic framework to address the entire task: for example, “[h]is
authoritarian style of leadership undermined” specific goals of the FR, “[b]ut, his installation of new reforms
… were right in line with the basic tenets” of the FR goals. The essay is clearly organized and develops a
strong arc of analysis of the ways Napoleon both supported and undermined the FR main goals — the
argument advances chronologically to establish a strong understanding of what the FR goals were and
swiftly moves to a discussion of the two tasks. The essay is well balanced with ample evidence and
explicit, successful linkage to clear FR goals. The discussion of Rousseau’s appeal and the later
undermining of that philosophy is accurate and thoughtful — and sets up the language for strong linkage
of Napoleon’s actions and the FR goals insofar as an autocracy is not reflective of the “general will.” More
importantly, both the paragraph on undermining and on support are multipronged to fully explicate the
argument. The essay offers well-rounded discussion of goals (Rousseau, National Convention, Declaration
of the Rights of Man), with multiple pieces of evidence promoting and substantiating the argument.
No errors detract from the argument.
Why is it not an 8? There is a highly polished, sophisticated analysis deploying thoughtfully explicated
evidence that surpasses the score of 8. The essay clearly has a strong understanding of the complexities of
Napoleon’s rule as well as the nuances embedded in FR goals.
Sample: 2B
Score: 7
The essay presents an explicit thesis that discusses specific ways Napoleon both supported and
undermined the FR goals (e.g., his “institution of egalitarian and secular measures, namely the Napoleonic
Code … his practice of kingly power”). The organization is clear and intentional and delineates aspects of
the argument effectively. The essay is balanced; it deals with both tasks in a multipronged approach
(supported: secularization and egalitarian institutions are linked to the previous social controls;
undermined: Napoleon’s rule and “desire to cement a hereditary empire” are linked to the FR goals to
eradicate such governmental control). The major assertions of the essay are supported with multiple pieces
of evidence — for example, referring to the content of the Concordant (without naming it specifically), that
Napoleon secularized schools (in relationship to the FR goal of minimizing Church influence), and
“universal male suffrage” in the Napoleonic Code linked to FR goals (“through adoption of egalitarian and
secular practices”). Likewise, Napoleon’s “lavish crowning ceremony” or that he “bathed in luxury” is
nicely paralleled with Marie Antoinette’s “ostentatiousness.” The essay has one error (repossessing Church
lands) that detracts from the argument; other errors (like universal education providing “all French citizens
with an equal opportunity to learn”) are considered minor.
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AP® EUROPEAN HISTORY
2015 SCORING COMMENTARY
Question 2 (continued)
Why is it not a 6? The thesis is clear and explicit, setting a strong analytic intent. The essay is balanced
and developed more than an essay scored 6 would be, especially in light of the substantial and multiple
pieces of adequately explicated evidence that propel the argument (rather than just listing the framework
of evidentiary constructs). Why is it not an 8? The use of evidence is adequate but not fully developed in
Napoleon’s support of the FR goals. Some evidence is not explicated in a compelling way (it is, in fact,
vague in some areas — for example, Napoleon’s reduction of Church power, and the Code in relationship
to universal male suffrage). These components kept the essay at the score of 7.
Sample: 2C
Score: 4
The essay features an explicit thesis that addresses the ways Napoleon both supported and undermined
the main goals of the FR. However, its analytic intent is limited: a discussion of “liberal values,”
“secularity,” and his “posh lifestyle” are promised — but not elaborated or further specified. The essay
features a basic organization (a discussion of the ways Napoleon supported the main goals, followed by the
ways Napoleon undermined the main goals) that conveys only a vague understanding of this aspect of
European history. The limited analysis seen in the essay is imbalanced (with undermining more fully
addressed than supporting). The linkage of the Napoleon’s actions to the main goals of the FR is weak and
only appears when discussing secular matters. The essay superficially develops examples and lists rather
than engaging with evidence. The essay has some minor word errors (e.g., the use of “federal” to describe
monies) that do not interfere with the quality of the argument.
Why is this not a 3? The essay has an explicit thesis that engages in the two tasks of the prompt. The
scant evidence that is offered pushed it into the 4 score band. Why is this not a 5? The limited and often
vague analysis is coupled with poor linkage of ways to goals, and thus kept it at a 4.
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